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1920 Airmail Service Basel - Frankfurt:
What a Fiasco! by George Struble

Fig. 1. The 50- and 30-rappen air-
mail stamps, and proofs of the
overprints. Proofs were made of
both red and black overprints, on
both 2½- and 3-rappen stamps, so
four different combinations.
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We are quite familiar with the story of
Switzerland’s first airmail service in 1919. We
know that Switzerland’s first airmail stamp, a
50-rappen stamp with a winged propeller over-
print, was issued for this service. We also know
that there was also a 30-rappen stamp with the
same overprint, and though it was issued sec-
ond, gets the catalog number 1 in several cata-
logs because it had the lower denomination. Fig.
1 shows the 50- and 30-rappen stamps, plus
proofs of the overprint printed on 2½- and 3-
rappen stamps. This is the story of the airmail
service for which that stamp was issued.

1919: Setting the Stage

After World War I, many countries wanted to
start airmail service. It was the latest thing!
Italy had experimental flights in 1917. The
United States and France started airmail ser-
vice in 1918. Germany in 1919.

Switzerland was not to be left behind. Besides,
the Swiss army had its air detachment, the
Flieger-Abteilung, developed during the war, and
it would be nice to give them something to do. So
airmail service started on April 30, 1919, with
daily flights from Zürich to Bern to Lausanne and
back. In September, after an upgrade of the
engines in their planes, they added Geneva.

This was exciting. People sent their letters by
airmail. Fig. 2 (p.12) shows a cover carried on the
first flight. The military pilots did a good job. But
the service was expensive; postage for a regular
domestic letter was 15 rappen, and the airmail
surcharge was 50 rappen. And for what? Swiss
trains were very efficient, and the airmail had a
good chance of arriving at its destination later
than if the letter had gone by train. The service
was more sizzle than steak! Use of the service
dropped off considerably during the summer and
into the fall. (Continued on p.12)
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A Swiss Covid-19 Stamp – Redefining Semi-Postal
Swiss Post has issued a new stamp for “Covid-

19 Solidarity.” The issue date was April 6.
The stamp sells for CHF 5.00. All of the

proceeds go to Swiss Solidarity and the Swiss Red
Cross. Thus if you buy a sheet of ten stamps, you
are giving 50 francs to these organizations.

But wait; this is a stamp. Isn’t it good for post-
age? Yes, indeed it is. Its face value is one franc.
The cover below carries two of the stamps,
therefore, the Priority (“A”) two franc postage for
a letter to the U.S. One stamp would send a letter
within Switzerland.

This is the extraordinary part. The stamp
shows a denomination of 100 + 500, which you
would think would mean that you pay 600 rappen,
of which 100 is for postage and 500 is for the

charitable purpose. But in this case, Swiss Post
provides the one-franc postage value; we do not
pay for it! I’ll say it once more, because as far as I
know, this is without precedent: you pay five
francs for the stamp, all of which goes to the two
charitable organizations. But Swiss Post honors
the stamp with a postage value of one franc!

Awesome!
Swiss Post tells us that the stamp was created

at very short notice and designed by Berne-based
studio Nulleins Kommunikationsdesign. The
graphic design professionals designed the stamp
at a safe distance from their home offices. The
word “Solidarity” appears in four official
languages of Switzerland: Romansh, Italian,
French, and German.
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An Airmail Puzzle By Roger Heath

By George Struble

The letter originated 16 February
1925 in Beatenberg near Interlaken,
destination London, UK.

The 30 centimes surface rate is
paid for with the Sitting Helvetia
stamp cancelled at Beatenberg along
with the normal second date stamp.
The clerk intentionally did not cancel
the air mail stamps which were can-
celled in transit four hours later in
Bern with a DeCoppet razor canceller.

There is no indication the cover
went by air. There are no receiving
marks on the back, which is clean.
Does anyone have any suggestions
explaining the reason the Beatenberg
clerk did not cancel the Fr1.25 airmail
stamps, yet the Bern clerk did?
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Figure 2. 1898
machine cancels from
Great Britain and
France (taken from
the Machine Cancel

Handbook).

Figure 1. Cover of Volume 1 of
the Handbook of Machine

Cancels.

Figure 3. Machine cancel Crown types A to E.

The Postal Cancels and Markings of Switzerland
An Update of Felix Ganz’s Monumental Series

By Richard T. Hall
Part V. Machine Cancels – Part 1

Part I of this series covered the history of machine cancels in
Switzerland beginning with the post office’s experiments in 1911.
This part covers collecting machine cancels. It’s a big field and has
been thoroughly documented in Giovanni Balimann’s 2009 four-
volume Handbuch der Maschinenstempel der Schweiz, des
Fürstentums Liechtenstein und der UNO-Postverwaltung in Genf
(Handbook of the Machine Cancels of Switzerland, Liechtenstein,
and the United Nations Postal Service in Geneva) (Figure 1).

The four volumes are:
Volume 1 – History, Terminology, and Evaluation
Volume 2 – Catalog of Machine Cancel Groups 0, 1, and 2
Volume 3 – Catalog of Machine Cancel Groups 3 and 4
Volume 4 – Catalog of the Machine Cancel Crowns

The terminology of machine cancels is easy to understand –
there are two parts of a machine cancel: the crown (the circular
date stamp) and the flag (the slogan). The reason the slogan part of
the cancel is called the flag is historic; the slogan part of early
machine cancels looked like a flag as shown in Figure 2 of 1898
machine cancels from Great Britain and France. Early machine
cancels had the crown to the left of the flag with the result that the
flag cancelled the stamp. This bothered collectors as they made the stamp “messy cancel looking” after
it was soaked off the envelope. And once the sponsors of the flags realized their message was difficult
to read, beginning in 1939 the flag and crown switched places making collectors happy with socked-on-
the-nose cancels for the stamps and the sponsors happy that their message could now be read. The dual
switch-over was completed by 1943.
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To categorize Swiss machine cancel crowns, they have been divided into seven styles as shown in
Figures 3 and 4.

Two components of a machine cancel crown – month and time – have varied between Arabic num-
bers, Roman numbers, 24-hour clock, and 12-hour clock. The earliest crowns used a 24-hour clock but
in 1918 a 12-hour clock was standard with Roman numerals indicating a.m. and Arabic numerals p.m.
The time was given as the hour before and the hour after the time of cancelling (i.e., a letter cancelled
at 4:15 pm would show 4 - 5 on the cancel or a letter cancelled at 10:30 am would show X - XI). This
resulted in two interesting cancels: XII - 1 and 12 - I for noon and midnight. In 1921 the standard
switched back to the 24-clock using Arabic numerals. The month was indicated by Roman numerals
until 1967 when Arabic numerals became standard.

To categorize Swiss machine cancel flags, they have been divided into five groups:
Group 0 which has been subdivided into four subgroups:

Group 0.1 machine cancels without a flag
Group 0.2 machine cancels with flags in the form of lines
Group 0.3 machine cancels with P.P. flags (for bulk mailings)
Group 0.4 machine cancels without a flag for payments

Group 1 is for flags with post office-related messages
Group 2 which has been subdivided into two subgroups:

Group 2.1 for flags related to charity fund drives
Group 2.2 for flags related to other general announcements

Group 3 is for local publicity flags (K-cancels for larger cities)
Group 4 which has been subdivided into five subgroups:

Group 4.1 for flags related to expositions, fairs, or museums
Group 4.2 for flags related to anniversaries
Group 4.3 for flags related to congresses and conferences
Group 4.4 for flags related to music, song, and theater
Group 4.5 for flags related to sports
Group 4.6 for miscellaneous flags.

Before examining each of these groups in detail, a brief explanation of the catalog listings is war-
ranted. Figure 5 shows a sample page from the catalog and Figure 6 and 7 show the catalog listing of
two machine cancels. While these explanations are brief, there is are trilingual (German, French, and
English) detailed introduction, “Instructions for use”, “Symbol Explanation”, and “Abbreviations”,
making it easy to understand the catalog listings.

The catalog listing shown in Figure 6 is for flag number 1.43 encouraging everyone to have a radio
in their home. (Radio broadcasting was part of the post office in 1952.) As can be seen, the flag comes in
three language versions 1.43 dt, 1.43 fr, and 1.43 it. The inclusive dates of use of each version are given
in the first line. Just to the right of the illustration is a number and a boxed “x”. This tells us how many
copies of the flag were made. This is important as sometimes there are small differences between the
copies. The towns where the flag was used and the specific dates of use in that town form the main body
of the listing. The second column of the listing gives the crown type (A or C in this case) and the crown
number for each town listing. The “re” means the crown is to the right of the flag. The third column gives
the “valuation” of each example. Those are the basic components of a listing; the details are explained
in the catalog introduction.

Figure 4.
Machine
cancel
Crown
types F
and G.
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The catalog listing shown in Figure 7 is for flag number
3.31, one of the local publicity flags, this one for the town of Zug.
This flag had a long period of use from 1953 to 1967. During
that period it underwent several size changes and even losing
the clock from the tower in one (3.31a). Notice that crown type
D is followed by “rö” or “ar”, designating that the month number
is given in Roman numerals or Arabic numerals, respectively.
The numbers at the right of the second column are the crown
numbers. Figure 7a shows the different crowns that have been
used in the Zug 1 post office – eight major varieties. Note that
crowns 1, 3, and 4 have minor varieties, the .01 being the most
common.

With this background, we can now explore the different
groups of flags, the real topic of interest. Beginning with Group
0 with its four subgroups, Group 0.1 – crowns without With
flags. These were often used when cancelling small items that
were smaller than the crown and flag combination. If your
interest is in the flag portion of the cancel, you can skip this
subgroup.

Figure 5. Sample page from the Machine Cancel Handbook.

Figure 6. Machine Cancel Handbook
listing of the machine cancel flag 1.43,

encouraging that every home have a radio.

Figure 7. Machine Cancel Handbook
listing of the machine cancel flag 3.31,

publicity for the town of Zug.
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Probably the most common machine
cancel is a member of subgroup 0.2,
officially called “reserve flags” meaning
these are what are used in a machine
canceller when there is no “true” flag to
use. Flags were circulated between post
offices monthly according to a plan. If
the prior post office’s planned shipment
was delayed, the receiving post office
would pop a “reserve flag” into the
canceller and use it until the shipment
arrived. Figure 8 shows an early
example used at the Swiss National

Exposition in Bern in 1914. Figure 9 shows
eight examples of machine cancels from sub-
group 0.2. The very first machine cancels, 0.2.1
to 0.2.4, are copies of machine cancel flags in use
in the United States that the American cancel-
ling machine manufacturer, International
Postal Supply, furnished for the post office’s
experiments in 1911 and 1912. Sometimes the
flag got installed upside down in the cancelling
machine. Machine cancel 0.2.19 is an example
(machine cancel 0.2.6 has the flag in the proper
orientation). The family of machine cancels 0.2.22 takes twelvepages in the catalog to list all the size
varieties. It is the Eveready Bunny of the machine cancel world in use since 1945 and still going strong.

Figure 8. Machine cancel flag 0.2.6 used at the Swiss
National Exhibition in Bern in 1914.

Figure 7a.
Varieties
of the Zug
1 crown

(from the Machine Cancel Handbook).

Figure 9. Machine cancel flags
Left to right, top to bottom

0.2.1, 0.2.6, 0.2.14,
0.2.16, 0.2.19, 0.2.22,

0.2.22a, 0.2.22bn

Members of subgroup 0.3 are another commonly seen machine cancel, being used for bulk mailings
(“P.P.” for Porte Payé) and usually without a postage stamp. Figure 10 shows six examples of PP-flag
machine cancels. Note that the more recent PP-flags indicate if the mailing is second class (a star) or
first class (an A). A special case of crowns without flags, which would thought to belong to subgroup 0.1,
is PP crowns which are cataloged as 0.3.2. Figure 11 shows four PP crowns for Basel taken from Volume
4 of the catalog. All PP crowns have the letters “PP” in the crown itself.
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Figure 11. Four of the Group 0.3 PP crowns for Basel 2.
(from the Machine Cancel Handbook).

Figure 10. Machine cancel flags. Left to right, top to bottom, 0.3.3, 0.3.6b, 0.3.9,
0.3.12, 0.3.12n, 0.3.13.

Subgroup 0.4 machine cancels are used
without flags. They are used exclusively for
postal payment receipts. Like subgroup 0.1,
they are of little interest to machine cancel flag
collectors.

Group 1 is for flags bearing messages from
the post office and, for the most part, circulate
between post offices with machine cancellers.
They include messages with instructions on how to address a letter, advertising for various postal
services – air mail, new stamps, telegraph and telephone service – , radio and television, postal rate
changes, and many others. When the PTT was split into POST and SWISSCOM in 1997, all Group 1
flags related to telecommunication were withdrawn. On January 1, 2000, a fee was instituted for all
machine cancel flags, regardless of subject which resulted in many fewer new flags having made their
appearance.

Looking through the catalog pages for the Group 1 flags, several interesting areas are apparent. For
example, if you collect Pro Patria or Pro Juventute stamps, you might want to include examples of the
Group 1 flags promoting the purchase of these stamps. Figure 12 shows two of these. Flag 1.27
publicizes the first Pro Patria stamps in 1938. This flag came in the three languages for use in the
appropriate section of the country. There are also several variations noted in the catalog. They would
make a nice introductory page to a Pro Patria collection.

Figure 12. Machine cancel flags 1.27 and 1.44 promoting the sale of
Pro Patria and Pro Juventute stamps.

Flag 1.44 alerts the public to
the fact that the Pro Juventute
stamps will only be on sale at
post offices until the end of
January. This flag was first used
in 1953. It was used annually
until 1991 for the German
version, 1983 for the French
version, and 1982 for the Italian
version. Trying to get an example for every year could prove to be a real challenge.

Sometimes a PTT campaign had unintended consequences. Prior to the 1997 split of the PTT into
POST and SWISSCOM, the PTT was responsible for all communication media including radio and
television. To expand their customer base, from 1933 to 1952 they used flag 1.16 saying “every home
needs a radio”. They must have been successful because in 1947 they used two flags, 1.33 and 1.34,
saying “turn down the volume on your radios”! Even so, they used a new version of the “every home
needs a radio” flag from 1952 to 1962, flag 1.43. They still needed to tell radio listeners to remember
their neighbors when listening to their radios by means of flag 1.104 from 1982 until SWISSCOM took
over in 1998. Figure 13 shows these five flags.

Figure 13. Machine cancels
1.16f, 1.33d, 1.34f,
1.43d, 104d.
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Around that time television was becoming widely available in Switzerland so the PTT began
promoting it, first with Swiss Television Weeks in 1953 and 1954 (flags 1.47 and 1.48) and then with a
general promotion from 1958 to 1977 (flag 1.53), all three of which are shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Machine cancels 1.47, 1.48, 1.53.

In Switzerland you have to pay a license fee for radios
and television sets so remind users to pay, the PTT used
flags to remind users to pay (flag 1.52 from 1958 to 1975,
flag 1.87 from 1975 to 1981, flag 1.101 from 1982 to 1993,
and flag 1.141 from 1993 to 1997). Figure 15 shows the
first two.

Figure 15.
Machine
cancels
1.52d,
1.101.

Of course, the Ts of PTT stand for Telegraph and
Telephone and the PTT used flags to tell users of time-
related telephone charges and other similar messages.
Figure 16 shows two of these: flag 1.13 publicizing a rate
reduction for calls made between 7pm and 8am used from
1931 to 1936, and flag 1.32 telling users to call in the
afternoon as the lines are overloaded after 6pm used in
1946 and 1947 (was the earlier campaign too
successful?!!).

As the population of first Zürich and then other major cities grew, the PTT created zones which they
then publicized with flags. Flags 1.38 (used in 1950) and 1.59 (used in 1961 and 1962) telling users to
refer to sections in the telephone book for the zones of Zürich. With the introduction of the 4-digit zones
for the entire country in 1965, the PTT blanketed the country with flag 1.66 (1965 to 1977) and 1.91
(1977 to 1999) telling users to include the PLZ in their address. Flag 1.77 used from 1971 to 1978 stated
the need for the local district zone number in the larger cities. These five flags are shown in Figure 17.

Figure 16. Machine cancels 1.13, 1.32.

Figure 17. Machine cancels
1.38d, 1.59d, 1.66d,

1.91i, 1.77f.

As air mail service expanded in Switzerland, the PTT encouraged its use by a series of flags. These
are interesting as you watch the airplanes evolve over the years. The first flag publicizing air mail
service was 1.10, used in 1927 and 1928. It was replaced the following year by flag 1.11 – the difference
being flag 1.10 used the word “Flugpost” and 1.11 “Luftpost”. The airplane was modernized in 1933 with
flag 1.15 (used from 1933 to 1938) and flag 1.20 (slightly changed design) (used from 1935 to 1938). After
the Second World War the airplane was again updated with flag 1.31 promoting air mail overseas, used
from 1946 to 1960. The age of jet airplanes produced the final updating with flag 1.55 used from 1960
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to 1981. Finally in 1981 the message changed to using air mail for packages – flag 1.96 used from 1981
to 1996. Six of these flags are shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Machine cancels Left to right, top to bottom, 1.10, 1.15f, 1.20d,
1.31d, 1.55d, 1.96d.

Mail early for Christmas
and Easter was another mes-
sage the PTT wanted public-
sized. Flag 1.2 advised mailing
early for Christmas beginning
in 1921 until 1941. Flag 1.26
added New Years to the
message in 1942 until 1981. A
mailman carrying packages
was the mail early theme of flag
1.51 used from 1957 to 1991.
Mailing early for Easter was
the message of flag 1.6, used
from 1924 to 1956. These four
flags are shown in Figure 19. Figure 19. Machine cancels 1.2d, 1.26f,

1.51d, 1.6d.
Finally, this overview of Group 1 flags concludes with an interesting telephone service. A series of

3-digit numbers beginning with “1” allowed a person to call and receive all sorts of information.

120 gave you tourist information (flag 1.112)
150 gave you a wake up call (flag 1.106)
160 gave you currency exchange rates (flag 1.109)
161 gave you the time (flag 1.82)
162 gave you the weather forecast (flag 1.83)
163 gave you road conditions (flag 1.84)
164 gave you results of sporting matches (flag 1.81)
165 gave you television schedules (flag 1.107)
166 gave you the stock market (flag 1.110)
167 gave you news in German (flag 1.85)
168 gave you news in French and Italian (flag 1.86)
169 gave you news in Italian (flag 1.108)

Figure 20.
Machine
cancels
1.112f,
1.106,
1.82.

Figure 20a. Machine cancels 1.83, 1.84, 1.107
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A few of these flags are shown in Figures 20 and 20a. I wonder if these are still in use in this age of
the internet.

Other types of Group 1 flags are those related to postal checking accounts, addressing mail properly,
travelers checks, subscribing to the new issue service, vacation mail forwarding, postal rate changes,
letter writing promotions, and new services, to name a few. Examples of some of these are shown in
Figure 21 below.

1.42f (new issue service)1.23f (travelers checks)1.4 (place the stamp in the upper right corner)

1.94r (letter writing promotion)

1.88 (postal rate change)

1.61f (vacation mail forwarding)

1.121f (new service - EMS)

1.99d (postal checking account)

Cancels -
The next
installment
will look
at Group 2
flags.

AMERICAN HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Postal History Symposium: Swiss Postal History
Virtual meeting by Zoom (link to be announced)

Please register at info@spellman.org
Program (EASTERN TIME):

Thursday, July 23
7:00PM Opening remarks and introduction - Yamil H. Kouri, Jr.
7:15-8:00PM “Early Registered Mail from Switzerland”

by Michael Peter (Wildwood, MO)
8:15-9:00PM “Postcards and Briefli - The Other Pro Juventute

Collectibles” by Richard T. Hall (Asheville, NC)
9:15-9:30PM Discussion

Friday, July 24
7:00PM Opening remarks and introduction - Yamil H. Kouri, Jr.
7:15-8:00PM “The League of Nations at 100”

by Greg Galletti (Mt. Airy, MD)
8:15-9:00PM “Campione D’Italia, a Geographic Anomaly”

by Bruce Marsden (New Hope, PA)
9:15-9:30PM Closing remarks and discussion - see you next year!
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In May 2015 a casually dressed man in his
mid-forties from Düsseldorf entered Auktion-
haus Felzmann and offered his chance find
discovered while walking in a park in Wupper-
tal. On closer inspection, one recognized precis-
ely worked postmark plates, including those
with date settings up to 1993.

Axel Dörrenbach, commercial director at
Auktionhaus Felzmann and expert of the
Association of Philatelic Examiners inventoried
the contents of the bag and determined it inclu-
ded forty false postmarks from Deutsche Reich-
spost, Deutsche Post in the combined economic
area or the German Bundespost, the French
zone and Saarland, the Deutsche Bundespost
Berlin, and the Deutsche Post of DDR. Among
them were seven Swiss cancels and six cancels
from Liechtenstein. [illustrated below]

Auctioneer Ulrich Felzmann immediately
concluded: Equipment of a counterfeiting work-
shop! It was essential to ensure that all of them
were secured in order to prevent further abuse.
If necessary with the help of the police! The
finder, however, proved to be very reasonable
and left the entire stock of counterfeit date
stamps for the benefit of collectors.

The postmark plates made of aluminum, zinc
and hard plastic had all obviously been used
many times and were therefore heavily inked. In
contrast, the rubber stamps, especially "Berlin",
were mostly brand new. Presumably the forger
had realized that stamp forgeries using rubber
stamps were too conspicuous even for the eye of
the less trained collector. It is believed the false
stamps were manufactured during the mid-
1990s.

VP examiner Axel Dörrenbach, said "this find
was a real stroke of luck in the fight against
counterfeiting!"

A detailed list of all false cancels with images
can be found using the following link:

https://www.felzmann.de/falschstempel-bei-
briefmarken-sammlerschutz.aspx#

This article can be found on the Auktionhaus Felzman website in German and is retold here with the gracious
permission of Peter Such, Head of Philately. The translation is by deepL.com and Roger Heath.

A Stroke of Luck in the Fight Against Counterfeiting
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1920 Airmail Service Basel - Frankfurt (Continued from page 1)

www.davidfeldman.com

David Feldman has sold more Grand Prix and Large Gold Medal
collections than any other company in history. Go with the winner!

Contact our specialists today to get more information:
Tel: +41 (0) 22 727 07 77
Email: info@davidfeldman.com

The initial plan was to end the season at the end
of September; the PTT decided (why??) to extend it
for one more month. That was a difficult month,
with snowstorms and other bad weather canceling
the flights some days and in others the pilots risked
their lives when they attempted to fly against the
elements. And the service lost money. That should
not have been a surprise; other countries’ postal
services were heavily subsidized. But that isn’t
what the Swiss had in mind.

So Now What?
The PTT came to realize that domestic air

service was not worth doing in a small country with
excellent train service. Airmail did not fill a need.

What would be worthwhile? Airmail to des-
tinations outside Switzerland could speed up that
mail and finding a useful route was a challenge.
Companies with planes and pilots were small fledg-
ling operations; a route of some distance, like one to
Berlin, could be beyond their capabilities. A longer

The Badischen Luftverkehrsgesellschaft (BALUG)

route would have to be a series of shorter hops, with logistical challenges. The postwar period and the
desire of the Allies to punish Germany also contributed to difficulties. Flying across the Alps to Milan
or Rome could not be routine with the planes of the day. There was also mountainous terrain between
Switzerland and Austrian cities like Vienna. And of course a route had to be one with some volume of
mail in order to be viable. Frankfurt looked like a possibility. Frankfurt was a financial and transport-
ation hub, so there would be substantial mail to Frankfurt and to the region beyond Frankfurt to the
north and west.

Fig. 2. First flight cover Zürich to Bern, flown April 30,
1919. The airmail stamp was issued April 26, which is
the day this cover was mailed, so it is also a first-day-of-
issue cover for the stamp.

In Oos, near Baden-Baden and Karlsruhe and not far from
Frankfurt, two German World War I air force aces, Ernst von Alt-
haus and Hermann Frommherz had “saved” their planes at the end
of the war and were looking for a future in mail and passengers.
The planes were DFW biplanes (Fig. 3), which had been manu-
factured in quantity and were the workhorse fighter planes of the
German air force. Althaus and Frommhertz founded their com-
pany, Badischen Luftverkehrsgesellschaft, which we will hence-
forth refer to as BALUG, in 1919 and began looking for oppor-
tunities. There were other similar tiny companies forming in Ger-
many, but BALUG was the one in the right place to provide a
service that would be attractive to the Swiss PTT. Their proposal
to the Swiss PTT for a Basel-Frankfurt service was accepted.

Fig. 3. A DFW plane similar to those
used by BALUG. Photo credit: Wikipedia.
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There were difficulties. Landing fields and maintenance facilities were primitive or non-existent;
they would have to be made more robust. The Swiss terminus for the route was designated as Basel, the
Swiss city closest to Frankfurt. Basel itself was a transportation and industrial hub. Late in the
preparations the edict came that German planes would not be permitted to fly outside Germany. Since
Basel straddles the Rhein River and thus is on the German border, this was not a deal-breaker. But a
landing place would have to be found in Germany, near Basel. It took a little while to choose the town
of Lörrach, and more time to acquire land and build a landing strip and suitable building – actually in
the village of Thumringen. Lörrach was less than two miles from the Swiss border and city limits of
Basel, and less than five miles from the center of Basel. Mail could be carried between the Basel post
office and the Lörrach landing field by tram. It also took some time to negotiate contracts between
BALUG and the Swiss PTT and the German postal administration; postal administrations are bureau-
cracies! July. August. September. Preparations and negotiations lagged. On October 1 a Lörrach news-
paper reported:

The Lörrach Citizens Committee approved in yesterday's meeting the contract
of the municipal council of Lörrach with the municipality of Thumringen about
[a parcel] of land … for the construction of an airfield at a lease price of 3000
marks for 25 years. A loan of 10,000 Marks was taken out for the construction
of the airfield, not including the hangar which is still to be built.

On October 5 it was reported that negotiations with the Swiss postal authorities were still in
progress. And on October 8 negotiations with their counterparts in Berlin … – you get the picture! And
at some point the cities of Mannheim and Karlsrühe wanted to be added to the route, and were accepted.

But preparations continued. The airmail surcharge for German mail was set at 40 pfennigs for each
20 grams of letters or postcards. The Swiss airmail surcharge, on the other hand, was 30 rappen
regardless of weight; the 30 rappen could be paid either by regular stamps or by the new airmail
overprinted stamp; the overprinted stamp was recommended. In early October the timetable was
announced:

Leave Frankfurt 7:10 a.m.
Mannheim 7:55 – 8:05
Karlsrühe 8:35 – 8:45
Arrive Basel (Lörrach) 10:00
Leave Basel 10:15
Karlsrühe 11:30 – 11:40
Mannheim 12:10 – 12:20 p.m.
Arrive Frankfurt 1:00

The schedule was later amended to start later in the morning; no need to start while
it was still night time:

Leave Frankfurt 7:45 a.m.
Leave Mannheim 8:40
Leave Karlsrühe 9:25
Arrive Basel (Lörrach) 10:30
Leave Basel 11:00
Arrive Karlsrühe 12:05 p.m.
Arrive Mannheim 12:50
Arrive Frankfurt 1:45

The distances were:

Frankfurt – Mannheim 75 km.
Mannheim – Karlsruhe 60 km.
Karlsruhe – Lörrach 165 km.

The southbound service was timed to forward mail from Frankfurt having arrived on night trains
from Köln, Berlin, and Leipzig; northbound flights could carry mail transferred from the Geneva and
Milan night trains . The dispatch office was to be the Basel 2 post office.

By the end of October, the first flights were expected any day. But of course winter was drawing
closer.
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Planes in the Air – Sometimes!
At last, on November 11, a BALUG plane flew south from Karlsruhe. There was dense fog over

Lörrach. No one had thought to light flares or searchlights, so the pilot could not find the landing strip
and flew back to Karlsruhe. The 33 pieces of mail waiting in Lörrach to be flown, including the cover in
Fig. 4, were sent north by train.

The next day was bright and sunny in Lörrach,
but no plane arrived. In Frankfurt, the forecast for
Lörrach was fog so the pilot did not attempt to fly
beyond Karlsruhe. There was no mail in Lörrach
waiting to be picked up, anyway. But in Mannheim
the plane landed in the wrong field and hit a pole,
so there was no flight on November 13.

Finally, on Sunday, November 14, the plane
landed in Lörrach and was ceremoniously welcomed by dignitaries who had been waiting in vain the
previous three days. The cover in Fig. 5 was flown from Frankfurt to Lörrach. There were three pieces
of mail waiting to be flown to Frankfurt!

One frustrating feature of documenting this 1920 service is that arrival stamps were only struck on
registered mail, both in Switzerland and in Germany, so it is very difficult to know which pieces of mail
were actually flown. That was standard practice, but the Swiss 1919 airmail service helpfully struck
arrival stamps on all mail.

There were plans – hopes? – that a plane would
be stationed in Lörrach so mail from Basel would
not be dependent on arrival of a plane from
Frankfurt. But it didn’t happen.

The postal officials in Basel kept meticulous
records of the mail that came through the Basel
post offices to be flown on this route. We know
exactly which thirteen days the plane reached
Lörrach – November 14, 15, 16, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26,
27, 28, and 29, and December 24 and 28 – and
exactly how many post cards, regular letters, and
registered pieces were addressed to each of
Karlsruhe, Mannheim and Frankfurt on each day.
At least, we have the numbers as recorded in the
Basel 2 post office, with a warning that the number
of items dispatched is not necessarily the number
carried by airmail (??). Thus we know that about
102 pieces of mail were flown north from Lörrach
during the entire period of this service. What a
record of futility!

Fig. 4. Cover mailed in Basel November 11, 1920, the
first day of the new service. The new 30-rappen airmail
stamp had not yet been distributed to many post offices
yet, so a 50-rappen airmail stamp was used. The 80-
rappen franking is correct: international surface postage
25 Rp., airmail surcharge 30 Rp., and registration 25 Rp.
Transported by train to Frankfurt.

Fig. 5. Cover Frankfurt to Lörrach flown Nov. 14,
1920. Addressed to Dr. Paganini, the first great Swiss
aerophilatelist, properly franked with 1.20 Marks.
Photo credit: copy of Ruoss certificate.

Fig. 6. Cover from Frankfurt to Basel December 12,
1920. Correctly franked with DM 1.20.
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The public paid very little attention to this
airmail service. The airmail surcharge of 30
rappen was lower than the 50 rappen charged
in 1919, but may not have been enough lower to
draw users. Of course a further dampening
effect was the dismal flight record; why should
people pay a premium for their mail to wait in
Lörrach until after the plane didn’t come, then
be forwarded by train? If not sent airmail, it
could have been sent on an earlier train. Only
685 pieces were mailed from Basel using this
airmail service during its entire period; only
15% of those were flown. I know of no census of
mail sent south to Basel, but Roland Kohl
believed that mail sent to Basel on this route is
extremely rare. Fig. 6 shows one cover mailed
from Frankfurt to Basel. It was mailed
December 12, a day that the plane did not reach
Lörrach. It was flown to Mannheim or
Karlsruhe – no markings tell us which – and
completed its journey by train. Fig. 7 shows a
cover from Basel flown on November 27. Fig. 8
shows a cover carried on December 28, the last
flight from Lörrach. And Fig. 9 shows a card
mailed from Basel on December 28 but too late
in the day for that day’s flight.

Fig. 7. Cover flown Lörrach to Frankfurt November 27, 1920.
It was mailed late morning November 26 in Basel. It missed
that day’s flight, but because “Per Flugpost” was emphasized
by blue crayon, it was held overnight and flown the next day.
Post office records show that five letters and three cards
were flown November 27.

Fig. 8. Registered cover mailed form Brugg December
27, 1920. Arrived in Basel and held overnight for the
December 28 flight, which is the last mail from Basel in
this service. The address was not found in Frankfurt;
backstamps show that it was forwarded to Frankfurt an
der Oder, but there was no such address there either,
so it was returned to Brugg.

Fig. 9. Card mailed in Basel December 28, 1920, too late for
that day’s flight. But that was the very last flight on this route.
Franking correct: 10 Rp. international post card rate, 30 Rp.
airmail surcharge – same for post cards as for letters.

The End of the Service –
and of BALUG

About the end of 1920, the Interallierte
Luftfahrt–Überwachungs–Kommission ILÜK)
established “neutral zone,” a strip of German
territory 10 kilometers wide adjacent to the
border. On January 3 the ILÜK banned flights
to Lörrach because it was within the neutral
zone. (The BALUG headquarters in Oos was
also in the neutral zone.) Perhaps a merciful
end to the service whose planes, pilots, and
infrastructure could not cope with the winter
weather.

The pilots Althaus and Frommhertz moved
BALUG headquarters from Oos to Lörrach,
where they still tried to carry pas-senger
flights, mostly for Swiss patrons. They hoped
to reopen the Frankfurt–Basel line and also fly
a new Konstanz–Munich route. But in July
1921, following the man-dates of the Treaty of
Versailles, the ILÜK ordered that all BALUG
aircraft were to be destroyed. So after one last
flight by three pilots, with black pennants on
the wings, all four BALUG planes were
destroyed with sledgehammers.
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The 30-rappen overprinted stamps were
withdrawn from post offices on January 14,
1921. They were still valid until March 1, 1923,
when a new set of airmail stamps was released. Figures 10 and 11 show covers mailed in 1921 – but
not flown anywhere. After the 1919 airmail service, leftover 50-rappen stamps could be used for airmail
surcharges or a number of other services, like registration fees, but not for ordinary postage. No such
order was given for the 30-rappen stamps; they could be used for anything. The difference was not
universally understood; Fig. 12 shows a cover whose attempted use of the airmail stamp was
erroneously marked invalid. On the other hand, after March 1, 1923, when the overprinted stamps were
invalid, use on mail was often accepted.

Fig. 10. Registered cover Zürich to Nussdorf in the
Palatinate January 13, 1921. A delusional hope that it
might be flown?

Fig. 11. Registered cover Basel to Frankfurt March 15,
1921. Mailed by the well-known stamp dealer Eddie
Buser, who certainly knew this could not be flown. Buser
later moved to New York where he ran a respected stamp
store on Nassau Street, and helped found a predecessor
to the American Helvetia Philatelic Society.

Fig. 12. Cover July 20, 1921 attempting to use the 30-
Rp. airmail stamp as regular postage. Marked invalid
with blue crayon, and by rule, not canceled. The
postage needed was 20 Rp., so postage due was
charged double the deficiency. Fig. 13. Cover mailed in Furth and flown Nürnberg to

Zürich on June 21, 1922.

Where Could Swiss Airmail go from There?
The short answer is that the only possible direction was up! But the Swiss PTT took its time. The

difficulties were better understood, and the PTT learned to take a harder-nosed analysis of the benefits
of airmail service. The first lesson taken to heart was Don’t try to operate airmail service in wintertime!
Well into the 1930s, airmail services started up in April or May and closed down in October. There
were a few minor contracts for airmail service that could be paid for in Swiss postage: Toulouse – Rabat
– Casablanca (1920), Strasburg – Prague (1920), extended in 1921 to Warsaw, Cairo – Baghdad (1922).
In 1922, under a contract with the Handley-Page company, Swiss postage could pay for airmail from
Paris to London. That service was used. Also in 1922, connections were made with growing airmail
networks, especially through Königsberg and Berlin.
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By 1922, the Swiss PTT was ready to start a new service: Geneva – Zürich – Nürnberg, this time
contracted to a Swiss company, Ad Astra Aero. Fig. 13 shows a cover flown from Nürnberg to Zürich.
There were no new stamps, and not much publicity – but no big problems either. So in May 1923
Switzerland restarted serious airmail service, with routes Zürich – Basel – Paris – London (flown by the
Handley Page Company) and Geneva – Zürich – Munich (flown by Ad Astra Aero, headquartered in
Zürich). A new set of airmail stamps was issued, and Switzerland was off and running – but only
between April and October!

And Frankfurt? In 1925 a new route, flown by Deutsche Aero Lloyd (which in 1926 was among the
companies that merged to form Deutsche Luft Hansa), connected Zürich with Stuttgart, Mannheim,
Frankfurt, Dortmund, Bremen, and Hamburg. In 1926 there were again flights between Basel and
Frankfurt, flown by Deutsche Luft Hansa; Fig. 14 shows a first-flight cover of that service.

Fig. 14. Cover flown April 19, 1926, the first day of sustainable airmail
service Basel to Frankfurt.

Schweizerisches Luftposthandbuch,
Schweizerischer Aerophilatelisten
Verein, 2018

“Verfügung” no. 165, 13 November
1920, Schweizerische Postverwaltung
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Richard T. Hall, C.Ph.H.

I hope this finds you all in good health and surviving whatever shelter in place orders you are sub-
ject to. Here is Western North Carolina we appear to have avoided the experiences of larger areas. As
of this writing in late May, we have had only 4 deaths in a county with a population of 250,000. My wife
and I have been self-quarantined or under stay at home orders since we returned from New Zealand in
mid-March. I need a haircut! The Governor may let some businesses open at the end of the May if trends
are positive. But thankfully we all have our stamp collections to keep us busy.

On the subject of the virus I read that Switzerland has issued a sheetlet of 10 stamps honoring the
front-line workers during this crisis. A very nice gesture, but I’m not sure anyone will want to lick the
back of the stamp. Perhaps a self-stick would have been a better choice!

Plating
I recently received an e-mail from a Felix Fischer in Switzerland inquiring about my plating study

of Zumstein 253, the 750th Anniversary of Bern. He has a web site devoted to plating studies and he
wanted to include a reference to mine. Naturally I agreed as it is freely available from our website.

If you are interested in plating, his website, www.fischer-stamps.ch, lists all the important refer-
ences. But he also has embarked on a project to plate the dark blue Rayon (Zumstein 15). Let me quote
from his web site (translation via DeepL):

“After many years of general collecting activity, plating has fascinated me more and more in the
last 10 years. After I was able to acquire a partial plating of the Rayon I light blue at that time,
today I am only a good dozen pieces missing until all stones are complete with the exception of
the failed stone.

“The Rayon III large value figure is another stamp, whose complete plating is now completed.



“The excellent work of Hans J. Zinken, who has documented the printing plate with 400 stamps
of the Standing Helvetia Z No 86A very nicely in his book "Retouchen und Plattenfehler der 20
Rp Ausgabe von 1905" [can be borrowed from the APRL library] has led me to the conviction that
it might be possible to reconstruct the printing stones of the dark blue Rayon I.

“I therefore dare to take up this challenge and have been busy for 2 years now, in a first phase,
collecting as many documentation pieces of the dark blue Rayon as possible, not primarily by
purchasing them, but by collecting high-resolution scans of this stamp. I hoped that perhaps
research documents from former experts like Munk, Colombi, Städeli, Streiff, who had studied
the Durheim editions intensively, still existed, but I could not find anything so far. In my task I
am strongly dependent on the support of dealers, auction houses, examination experts and
collectors and have had very positive experiences so far. I would like to thank them and hope for
further help in the future.”

So if you can help him, get in touch.

Pro Infirmis Foundation
I have a sideline collection of postcards of the Pro

Infirmis Foundation. Similar to the postcards issued
by the Pro Juventute Foundation in the years 1912
to 1960, the Pro Infirmis Foundation began issuing
postcards in 1934. I don’t know if they are still
issuing them but I have some cards bearing 2002
cancels. Figures 1 and 2 show two examples of these
cards. To my knowledge, there is no catalogue of
these postcards so a collector is sort of flying blind
trying to organize what he has. To that end Richard
Donithorn, the Editor of the Newsletter of the Hel-
vetia Society of Great Britain and I are attempting to
develop a catalogue of the Pro Infirmis postcards.
You can take a look at my first cut at the catalogue
based on my collection by following this DropBox
link:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/pijfkhkrp4rzbrf/Pro%20Infirmis%20catalogue.pdf?dl=0

If you have any Pro Infirmis postcards in your holdings, please get in touch with me, and if you are
interested in helping with the project let me know. Richard is polling his membership.

This issue’s installment of post office closings is shorter
than usual. I don’t know if SwissPost has finished their closing
campaign or the virus has thrown a monkey wrench into the
process. In fact, two post offices that were slated to close in the
April PhilaNews, 8617 Mönchaltorf and 5417 Untersiggenthal,
somehow man-aged to avoid that fate. In the May PhilaNews
there was a note “These branches will remain open until
further notice”. Both of these villages have K-cancels so if you
want a cover with one, it might be good to get it before someone
changes their mind.

1. On March 27, 2020, the post office at 3970 Salgesch (canton
Valais) was closed [assumed by 3952 Susten]

2. On April 11, 2020, the post office at 8784 Braunwald
(canton Glarus) was closed [assumed by 8762 Schwanden]
[K-cancel K7a was last used on that date after 55 years of
service! Braunwald was one of the first villages to get a K-
cancel in 1942.]

3. On April 24, 2020, the following post offices were closed:
2952 Cornol (canton Jura) [assumed by 2950 OD Cour-

genay] [K-cancel K1502 was last used on that date]
1407 Donneloye (canton Vaud)[assumed by 1400 OD

Yverdon]
Short but sweet.

Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Lot # Winning
1 777.00
2 45.00
3 26.00
5 60.00
6 452.00
7 18.00
9 128.00
10 36.00
12 23.00
13 19.00
15 527.00
16 71.00
17 33.00
19 31.00
20 9.00
21 38.00
22 21.00
23 17.00
25 1400.00
26 33.00
28 58.00
29 41.00
30 31.00
32 26.00
33 38.00
36 81.00
37 22.00
39 10.00
40 32.00
41 6.00
44 22.00
45 22.00
46 22.00
47 24.00
48 48.00
50 30.00
53 7.00
54 7.00
55 10.00
56 10.00
57 7.00
58 7.00
59 11.00
62 14.00
63 26.00
64 87.00
68 27.00
72 71.00
73 81.00
74 18.00
75 8.00
76 8.00
77 10.00
78 9.00
80 10.00
81 9.00
85 7.00
88 42.00
92 36.00
93 6.00
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Realized

Message from the President…………
By Michael Peter

These have been trying times for us all. I could talk about COVID 19 or the
handling of the words of our constitution, “Equality for All”, but let’s move on to
better and more fun topics: Our Great hobby!

Philatelic Show in Boxborough Cancelled

I hope this issue of TELL finds everyone safe and healthy. It has been times
like this that we have been able to spend more time with our stamps and covers.
I have heard reports that many people have taken the hobby up again, having
been stranded at home. I hope this is true. Today, June 4, we were notified that
the Philatelic Show, July 24-26, in Boxborough has been canceled. Better to be
safe than sorry. I know the stamp community wants and needs a show.

St. Louis Stamp Expo August 14-16, 2020

For those members in the Midwest, I am happy to report that the St. Louis
Stamp Expo will be having their show August 14-16, 2020. This is one of the top
shows in the country and they will be following state and local guidelines to
ensure a safe and healthy show. Masks will be required and temperatures taken
at the door. Limited amount of people on the show floor is anticipated but
currently that number is 500, which is a number that can easily be achieved.

Excellent rates (under $98) are available at the hotel and the hotel has an
airport shuttle. I was emailing with a board member from Minneapolis who
snagged $109 RT airfare on Delta for that weekend. Cheap airfares during these
times can be had. Go to www.stlstampexpo.org for more information on the show.

AHPS Convention WESTPEX, April 23-25, 2021

With the cancelation of Boxborough, our next convention site is WESTPEX,
April 23-25, 2021 in San Francisco. This is the top show in our country. Plenty of
dealers and exhibits to see. We will have a get together at a local restaurant on
Friday night, a swap session on Sunday morning and hopefully a hospitality suite
will be arranged. WESTPEX has a show rate and San Francisco area has plenty
to see and do. Go to: www.westpex.com for more information about this show.

Please consider attending for fun times. Please consider exhibiting. As I have
mentioned before this is one way to better understand your material and help
others learn. Fellow collectors will also assist you in getting material for your
exhibit if they know your interest. By this time COVID 19 will be nothing but a
bad memory.

As I have mentioned before, our conventions are a great place to meet fellow
collectors. It should be fun times for everyone. However, you have to go to
participate. I know a few members that have recently joined us at these
conventions that have commented how much fun they have. Don’t miss out.

I hope to see you in St. Louis in August or WESTPEX in April 2021.
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by Robert M. Bell
You may recall that I have published an article on Swiss Folded Typewriter Postcards

(FTPCs) [see TELL, Vol. 36, No. 3, pp. 5-7 March 2010]. The commonest ones seen from
Switzerland are from the Biella company and made of card.

Here is a card with three images front, back, and inside, mailed from Gossau to Altdorf by
Silvio Chiani a stamp Dealer/Auctioneer.

The inside of the FTPC shows impregnated carbon to allow a document retention copy to be
made. Although there is not a well defined perforation at the top and bottom, there is some
irregularity which suggests that the item came in strips that could pass through a typewriter
and increase efficiencies.

Further, at first glance the card looks like a postal stationery postcard (there are a few in
Switzerland, but they are not common). The “indicia” is a canton stamp, not country, and is in
the wrong position making it a colorful and attractive advertising emblem for the business!

These carbon Impregnated FTPCs are not common and this one has no text or markings
which would identify the manufacturer.

The FTPC systems often used ring binder files to retain the cards for both recipient and
sender. Hence the punch holes seen with this one. The impregnated “cards” are made of paper
not card stock.

I would be grateful to any AHPS members who have any more information.
Contact: Rmsbell200@yahoo.com

Swiss Carbon Impregnated Folded
Typewriter Postcards
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by Richard T. Hall, C.Ph.H.

data in Table I summarizes the important identification data –
envelope size, inscription size, and inscription color. To further
assist in the identification, high resolution scans of the inscriptions
are included in the volume. These scans are all to the same scale.
Figure 2 shows a sample of these scans. To see the full set of three,
download the volume from our web site. You should note that two of
the issues, 1961B and 1965B have a distinctively different type face.

Also included in my volume is the issue for 1983B for which the
envelopes are plain with no inscription. Sometime between 1974
and 1983 the Pro Juventute Foundation stopped printing the “Pro
Juventute” inscription on the envelopes. Any assistance in deter-
mining that date would be greatly appreciated for it marks the true
end of the Pro Juventute Briefli series. After that date the envelopes
are simply plain greeting card envelopes.Fig 2. One of the scans of inscriptions

Post-1960 Pro Juventute Briefli - Redux

Fig. 1. A page from Richard Hall’s book on 1961-1974 Briefli

Back in July I wrote about the
Pro Juventute Briefli that were
issued after 1960 with only the “Pro
Juventute” inscription, no cute
little picture. I wrote of the diffi-
culty of assigning one of these
Briefli to a year of issue. Well, a
fortunate purchase of a complete
set of Briefli from 1961 to 1974 in
their original sales envelopes with
the accompanying greeting cards
provides some definitive guidelines
for these assignments.

As I mentioned in the July
article, Hubert Schad wrote the
definitive work on the 1926-1960
Briefli. I have written a supple-
mentary volume covering the 1961-
1974 issues. I have continued Herr
Schad’s numbering system for the
greeting cards. If you are interested
you can download the pdf of this
book from our web site. Figure 1
shows a sample page from the
volume.

To the question of assigning a
given Briefli to a year of issue, the
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Table 1. Sizes and inscriptions of Briefli Envelopes
1961-1974

Envelope size Inscription size Inscription color Year/Series

11.9 x 8.5 cm 27 x 2 mm green 1966 A

11.9 x 8.5 cm 27 x 2 mm green 1968 A

12.0 x 8.5 cm 24 x 2 mm dark brown 1961 A
12.0 x 8.5 cm 24 x 3 mm green 1961 B
12.0 x 8.5 cm 26 x 2 mm brown 1963 A
12.0 x 8.5 cm 26 x 2 mm gray 1964 A
12.0 x 8.5 cm 27 x 2 mm dark green 1962 A
12.0 x 8.5 cm 28 x 2 mm brown 1967 C
12.0 x 8.5 cm 28 x 2 mm green 1965 C
12.0 x 8.5 cm 28 x 2 mm green 1969 A
12.0 x 8.5 cm 28 x 2 mm green 1970 A
14.0 x 9.0 cm 27 x 2 mm blue 1972 B
14.0 x 9.0 cm 28 x 2 mm blue 1971 B
14.5 x 10.2 cm 25 x 2 mm bluish green 1963 C
14.5 x 10.2 cm 25 x 2 mm brown 1965 A
14.5 x 10.2 cm 26 x 2 mm green 1964 C
14.5 x 10.2 cm 28 x 2 mm brown 1968 C
14.5 x 10.2 cm 27 x 2 mm blue 1966 C
14.5 x 10.2 cm 27.5 x 2 mm bluish green 1962 C
14.5 x 10.2 cm 28 x 2 mm bluish green 1967 A
14.5 x 10.2 cm 28 x 2 mm brown 1970 C
14.5 x 10.2 cm 28 x 2 mm brown 1969 C
14.5 x 10.2 cm 31 x 2 mm blue 1973 B
14.5 x 10.2 cm 31 x 2 mm green 1972 A
14.5 x 10.2 cm 31 x 2 mm green 1974 A
14.5 x 10.2 cm 31 x 2 mm green 1973 A
14.5 x 10.2 cm 42 x 2 mm green 1971 A
15.3 x 8.3 cm 28 x 2 mm blue 1967 B
15.3 x 8.3 cm 27.5 x 2 mm brown 1966 B
15.3 x 8.3 cm 29 x 2 mm gray 1963 B
15.3 x 8.3 cm 28 x 2 mm purple 1969 B
15.3 x 8.3 cm 28 x 2 mm violet 1968 B
15.3 x 8.3 cm 28 x 2 mm violet 1970 B
15.3 x 8.3 cm 29 x 2 mm gray 1965 B
15.3 x 8.3 cm 29 x 2 mm gray 1964 B
15.3 x 8.3 cm 32 x 2 mm gray 1962 B
15.3 x 9.8 cm 28.5 x 2 mm gray 1961 C
16.1 x 11.4 cm 28 x 2 mm brown 1971 C
16.1 x 11.4 cm 29 x 2 mm orange 1974 C
16.1 x 11.4 cm 30 x 2 mm red 1973 C
16.1 x 11.4 cm 30 x 2 mm orange 1972 C
16.6 x 9.0 cm 31 x 2 mm blue 1974 B
16.2 x 11.5 cm - - 1983 B
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Plan to attend and/or exhibit at these future
American Helvetia Philatelic Society conven-
tions:

Philatelic Show, Boxborough, MA
Rescheduled to July 24-26

April 23-25, 2021 WESTPEX,
Burlingame, CA

March 25-27, 2022 St Louis Stamp Expo, St. Louis
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